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GRAPHICAL EVALUATION OF SPARSE DETERMINANTS

DANIEL DRUCKER AND DAVID M. GOLDSCHMIDT1

Abstract. In this paper, we show that the determinant of a matrix with

entries in a commutative ring can be recursively computed by use of an

associated directed graph whose circuits are assigned weights in the ring.

This result provides an efficient means of calculating the determinants of

sparse matrices. As an application, we compute the determinants of the

Cartan matrices associated to the simple complex Lie algebras.

Let M = (m¡j) be an « X « matrix with entries in a commutative ring A

with identity element 1 different from 0. Define the associated graph of M to

be the directed graph T with n vertices (numbered from 1 to n) which has a

directed edge (i,j) from vertex i to vertex j precisely when mtj # 0 (/' =f is

allowed). A circuit of length k (1 < k < n) in T is a /c-cycle2 y = [«„..., ik]

such that (ir, ir+,) (for 1 < r < k) and (ik, i,) are directed edges of T. The ring

element w(y) = (— l)k~xm¡ , • • • m. , m¡ ¡ (w(y) = m¡, if k = 1) is called

the weight of y. We let |A/(y)| denote the determinant of the submatrix M(y)

obtained by deleting the rows and columns of M numbered /,, . . . , ik. (When

k = n, we set |Af(y)| = 1.) For each vertex i, let C(i) denote the set of all

circuits to which i belongs.

Theorem. For any vertex i, \M\ = 2yeC(0 w(y)\M(y)\.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that / = 1. The usual expansion

of \M\ is

\M\ = 2 (sgn o)mXMX)m2M2) • • • mna{n)

where the sum ranges over all permutations a of (1, 2, . . ., n). Without

affecting the result, we can restrict the sum to those a for which

ml,o<l)Wo(l),a2(l) •   •   •   ™<,<-'(l),l  ^ 0>

where k is the smallest positive integer such that ak(\) = 1. In terms of the

associated graph T, this restricts the sum to the permutations a for which the

k-cycle [1, a(l), . . . , ak~x(l)] is a circuit of T with nonzero weight. Summing

over all a corresponding to a single circuit y with w(y) =£ 0 yields the partial
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sum w(y)\M(y)\. If we then sum over all circuits with nonzero weight in C(l),

we obtain the desired result.    □

If y = [/',, . . . , ik] is a circuit of T, then the associated graph of M(y) is the

subgraph T(y) obtained from T by deleting the vertices ix, . . . , ik and all

directed edges to which they belong. Every circuit of T(y) is a circuit of T, so

it is clear that repeated applications of the theorem enable us to express |A/|

solely in terms of weights of circuits in T. This means that we can calculate

| M | just by looking at the graph T with its edges labelled by the appropriate

ring elements m„. If we let |T| denote the determinant of the matrix over A

with associated labelled graph T, then the conclusion of the theorem is that

=    2    w(y)|F(y)|    for each vertex í in T.
yec<«)

(1)

It is helpful to notice that a labelled graph Y with connected components

, T, has determinantr„r2,

|r|«|r1|-|r2|--.|r(|. (2)

(The vertices of T can be renumbered so that T is associated to a matrix M

whose nonzero entries all belong to square submatrices Mx, . . . , M, along the

diagonal. These matrices are associated to Tx, . . . , T„ so |r| = \M\ = \MX\

\m,\ = ir, |r,|.)
To simplify our graphs, we make some conventions. Rather than represent

circuits of length 1 by directed edges of the form (i, i), we write w„ next to the

vertex /', even when m„ = 0. When necessary, we also label each vertex / with

the underlined number /.

Example 1. The associated labelled graph of a matrix M automatically

displays any easy-to-overlook simplifications in the calculation of \M\ that

would result from interchanges of rows and/or columns in M. For example,

the matrix

an     bn

cn     dn

has associated

labelled graph

so its determinant is immediately seen to be

n n

II (a,4 - b¡C¡),   i.e., n
1=1 (=1
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Example 2 (cf. [3, pp. 251-252]). Let M be the companion matrix of a

monic polynomial/» = x" + c„_xx"~x + ■ ■ ■ + cxx + c0 with coefficients in

a field F. If / is the n X n identity matrix, then

xI-M

x       0     0

-1x0

0     -1     x

0       0     0

0       0     0

0 c0

0 c,

0     c,

x     cn-2

-1        X +C
n- 1

We will show that the characteristic polynomial of M is p.

The associated graph T of xl — M is

x + cn-l

Its circuits through vertex n are y,: = [n, n — 1, . . . , /], 1 < i < n. The corre-

sponding weights are w(yn) = x + c„_, and

w(Yi) = (-l)"~'w„,n-i • • • mi+Ximin = c,_,

for 1 < /' < n — 1. Also

ir(7,-)!
x

0—<-
1

x

0
i-l

= x i-l

for all i (by repeated application of (l)-note that r(y() has no circuits of

length > 1). Applying (1) to vertex n yields

\xl- M\=(x + cn_x)x"-x+ S e,.,*'"1-/,,

n-l

1

as desired.

Example 3 (Determinants of Cartan matrices). To each simple complex Lie
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algebra is associated a Cartan matrix M = (maB) whose entries are rational

integers. The associated directed labelled graph is closely related to the

so-called Dynkin diagram (see [1], [3], [4], [5]) and one easily verifies that

these graphs are as follows:

An   (n>\)    O^^O^^OT* ••• 7*0^^0
-2

Bn,Cn   (n>2)    O^^O^^OT* •" 7*0^~"

0

H
Dn (n>4)   o~r~o^~~Q7>---7>n~7>~o

-3

G2 OZ^IO

-2

0

w
En   (n = 6, 7, 8) 0~^~0~^0~r~Q7^ ' " TlO

where it is understood that each vertex should be labelled 2 and that each

unlabelled edge should be labelled -1. Note that there are no directed circuits

of length > 2. If we denote by a„, bc„, dn, en, f4, g2 the values of the

corresponding determinants, formula (1) yields

an  = lan-\  -  an-2>

hence

a„ - an_x = an_x - an_2 = • • • = a2 - ax = 1,

and we get

an = n + 1.

For Bn and Cn we get

bc„ = 2a„_x - 2an_2 = 2« - 2(n - 1) = 2.

For Dn,

dn = 2an_x - an_3-ax - In - 2(n - 2) = 4.

The remaining values are easily calculated to be

! a » 8i « 1

and

en  = 2an- 1  -  a2 ■ an-4 = 2» - 3(» - 3) - 9 - H.
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